[Results and outlooks of using cell technologies in the treatment of neurological diseases].
An attempt was undertaken in the last decade of the 20th century to use a principally new approach to the treatment of neurological diseases--cell therapy. Main efforts were focused on developing a method related with replacement of neurons dying in neurodegenerative pathology, primarily, in Parkinson disease (PD). Outlined below are the key elements of the technology:--ensuring, in experiment, of a prolonged therapeutic effect in transplantation, to the affected part, first of embryonic neurons of the animal of the same species (allografting) and then of homologous embryonic neurons of man (heterografting);--obtaining, standardization and preparation (for transplantation) of embryonic nervous tissue of man; transplantation of embryonic nervous tissue of man to the brain of patient and evaluation, in situ, of the functional activity of its neurons; and evaluation of the therapeutic effect of grafting. Cell suspension of meseencephalon of 6-9 week human fetus containing around 10% of differentiating dopaminergic neurons was used for grafting in PD. Embryonic dopaminergic neurons, administered stereotactically into the striatum of patient, established synaptic links with neurons of the recipient, which was accompanied by the onset of synthesis and reverse uptake of dopamine (DA) as well as by the onset of spontaneous and stimulated release of DA. Neurografting ensured a temporary improvement of the condition in a part of PD patients but did not cure them. Moreover, such positive therapeutic effect was registered only in patients with the akineticorigid but not trembling variation of the disease. Hence, although there was a certain progress in clinical neurografting, the approach cannot be now recommended for introduction in neurology and neurosurgery. The limited therapeutic effect of the treatment method is primarily explained by a low rate of survival of transplanted dopaminergic neurons and, consequently, by the persisting DA deficit in patient's body. Therefore, the outlooks for perfecting the cell technology are related with increasing the survival rate of implanted dopaminergic neurons and with stimulating the innervation of target neurons in patient's striatum as well as with using the neural (glia) and non-neural (fibroblasts, myoblasts) cells with modified gene and stem cells. Finally, despite a certain progress of advancing the cell technology in neurology the approach still needs more research, which would enable further clinical trials.